Domains of consultation research in primary care.
The consultation is increasingly viewed as a crucial aspect of general practice medicine, but a variety of methods of conceptualising, describing and modifying its structure and content have been described. This article describes the historical background to the current interest in the consultation, and describes four qualitatively distinct approaches (or 'domains') to understanding the consultation: the psychodynamic; clinical-observational; social-psychological; and sociological. Four key dimensions along which the domains can be differentiated are described. These concern whether the critique of medical practice inherent in the domain is internal or external to the discipline of general practice; whether the focus of the domain is on the consultation participants' identities or activities; whether the key research methodology is quantitative or qualitative in character; and the degree to which the objective of research within the domain is to describe current practice or prescribe ways of conducting the consultation. Methods of encouraging work across domains are discussed.